Abstract-Electric Power system of Denmark exhibits some unique characteristics, An increasing part of the electricity is produced by distributed generators (DGs). Most of these l)Gs are counected to the network at the distribution level, At the same time the concept of vehicle to grid (V2G) is already iu the process of realization, This situation has created an ineentiv(' in electric power iudustry to utilize modern information and communication technologies (lCT) for improving th .. distribution system automation. This paper describes our work on bow significantly increased amount of distributed generation could be exploited for the robust control of electric power systems.
several experiments 011 dbtribtttcd and autonomous control in subgrid operation where a part of the distlibution network is islanded form the utility grid. We also motivate a mcchanism for situation awareness in agents. It is described why it is cIitical for agents to be aware of the semantics of situation before being able (0 request,invoke or provide control services in complex situations. It suggests an undcr voltage load shcdding schema ill the electrical islands for maintenance of energy balance.
In this paper we present a fully decemralized and ser vice oriented approach where autonomous agents represent physical electric power system components like distributed generators (DG agents). electrie power loads (Load agents) and a load shedding agent (LS agents). In our approach DG agents register regulation services. and load agcnts register shedding services for the provision of power balance. Load shedding is performed when not enough regulation �ervices are available to restore energy balance in the islanded subgrid. For load shedding, we adopl the idea of performing under voltage load shedding [41 because voltage drop is more severe then frequency drop in islanding scenarios of low voltage grid.
An important aspecl of our approach is that both the provi sion of non-scheduled power from DGs for power balance. and the load shedding, is performed in a service oriented manner. DG agents choose to provide service of regulation, and load agent choosc to shutdown themselves autonomously as a provision of service. This is critical for the realization of innovative architectures like microgrids and virtual power plants. where electric power components are owned by dif ferent owners with specific economic interest, and which also requires plug and play capabilities.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section H de scribes a dynamic mode! of low voltage grid which has been used in simu lations. Scction III describes a soft ware platform developed for the implementation of autonomous agcnts and Voltage respOI1'" for all COliI' load, during case II a "Request" message (0 DF agent asking for the information about any available regulation service. In reply, DF agent sends an '"In/orm" message with information about available service and provider referencc or this service. Load agent then sends a "Request" message to DO agent for provision of this service and DG agcnt rcplies with an "Accept" message.
B. Case ll: All three DGs providing reglllalion service
In lhis casc, all three DGs in the islanded part of distribution network arc providing regulation service and suhsequently ac cept the request from Load agcnt for provision of this service. Vollage re,ponsc for all four loads during case 1II LoadShedding agent then sends a "pmposa/" message to load3 agent which replies with an response.
V. SITCATlO1\ AWARENESS 11\ AGE1\TS
In experiments presented in previous section and in most of the work found in literature about u�ing agents for developing industrial control systems, agents arc assumed to be situation aware i.e. they have capability to respond adequately to inputs from the physical systems and from other agents. Two problems must be addressed here:
How to define the situation or context of an agent':, control actions'?
• How is the agent informed about the situation')
In the following part of this section we present our ongoing work on how to make agents situation awm·e particularly in the context of control of di stributed power systems and with reference to the case studies presented in previous section.
A. Defining awareness in control simalions
When an agent delivers a control ,eIviee, such as provision of balancing power. the action is always a part of context or situation. The action can be part of a plan that the agent has devised in order to aceompli:,h its own goal or it call be seen as the agent's contribution to a community of several agents cooperating to achieve a common goal. As an example we consider the situation of failure of an action i.e. when an action of the agent is failed to produce inlended results. In this case, it w()uld be desirable that the agent could: requires that autonomous components should be able to gra,p and under;,tancl the semantics or emerging control situations,
